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Abstract: A practical hollow-core photonic crystal fiber design suitable for attaining low-loss propagation is analyzed. The geometry involves a number of localized elliptical features positioned on the glass ring that surrounds the air core and separates the core and cladding regions. The size of each feature is tuned so that the composite core-surround geometry is antiresonant within the cladding band gap, thus minimizing the guided mode field intensity both within the fiber material and at material / air interfaces. A birefringent design, which involves a 2-fold symmetric arrangement of the features on the core-surround ring, gives rise to wavelength ranges where the effective index difference between the polarization modes is larger than 10^-4. At such high birefringence levels, one of the polarization modes retains favorable field exclusion characteristics, thus enabling low-loss propagation of this polarization channel.
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1. Introduction

Hollow core photonic crystal fibers (HC-PCFs), which guide light due to the presence of a photonic bandgap [1, 2], enable high-power light delivery in a single spatial mode. Since very low nonlinearity is ensured by most of the light being confined to the hollow core, the mode profile, increase loss and potentially cause fiber damage due to an increased power overlap with the glass. As well as for high-power light delivery [3-6], HC-PCFs have been used in sensor and nonlinear-optics [7, 8] applications in which a gas is introduced into the core region. The fibers are naturally suited to these uses due to the long interaction lengths and small modal areas that are readily attainable, together with a large overlap between the gas and the guided mode.

In many applications a polarization-maintaining HC-PCF is either preferred or required. The presence of uncontrolled birefringence or polarization mode dispersion (PMD) can severely limit the pulse compression attainable in a communication or other pulse-delivery system, and will also severely degrade the performance in interferometric applications. The measured birefringence of fabricated HC-PCF has been found to be large, to vary rapidly with wavelength, and to be accompanied with a high degree of polarization dependent loss (PDL) [9-11]. Polarization dependent behavior is manifest even if the fiber is not intentionally birefringent due to the inevitable geometric distortions which arise when HC-PCFs are drawn [9, 11]. Numerical investigations have confirmed the birefringence properties are very sensitive to the fiber geometry [12], and particularly to any deformations in the glass ring.

which surrounds the hollow core [13]. High birefringence and PDL is associated with a polarization-splitting in the wavelengths at which anti-crossing events occur between a core guided mode and modes associated with the core-surround ring [13,14]. The polarized core mode which is close to anti-crossing with a core-surround mode possessing compatible symmetry suffers a significant effective index change and more of its field overlaps with the glass. An associated increase in the field overlap with the glass / air interfaces causes an increase in the loss suffered by this polarization mode.

Given the generic high birefringence of HC-PCF caused even by small symmetry-breaking geometrical perturbations, there is clearly the need to develop low-loss intentionally birefringent fibers which show a high degree of polarization maintenance. Low-loss guidance can be facilitated by the incorporation of antiresonant features within the core-surround. A non-birefringent antiresonant core-surround design, which is just a glass ring of appropriately chosen thickness, has been shown to substantially decrease the field intensity at the glass / air interfaces and therefore the loss [15, 16]. A fabricated fiber which incorporates a core-surround which is a close approximation to this geometry has shown losses as low as 1.2dB/km [15, 17]. In section 2 of the current paper, an alternative core-surround geometry is considered which incorporates a number of elliptical features on a thin core-surround ring. The elliptical form was chosen since it is approximates a shape which is compatible with the surface tension forces which act during the fiber draw if an appropriate fiber perform is used. The considered geometry is thus of a practical form for fabrication using a standard fiber drawing procedure. The size of the localized features is tuned so that the composite core-surround geometry is antiresonant within the cladding band-gap at the air light-line. This form of core-surround mimics an arrangement of Anti-Resonant Reflective Optical Waveguides (ARROW) which enclose a central core [18, 19], although the influence of the connecting ring of glass needs to be taken into account. Arrangements of the elliptical features which break 3-fold rotational symmetry introduce birefringence. One such arrangement is analyzed in section 3 and is found to possess wavelength ranges over which a high degree of birefringence is maintained, with one polarization channel predicted to guide with low-loss and the other with higher loss. Section 4 summarizes the results and draws some conclusions.

2. Antiresonant core-surround geometry for low-loss

A glass ring of constant thickness, tuned to antiresonance, is not the optimum geometry for achieving confinement. Before considering a practical geometry suitable for the core-surround incorporated within a HC-PCF, it is instructive to compare the ring geometry with a number of dielectric cylinders which enclose a central air core. In the latter case, the cylinders can be tuned to antiresonance to form an ARROW geometry [18, 19]. Two core sizes will be considered in the comparison, one being similar to the core size of a HC-PCF in which 7 unit cells are omitted in forming the core, and the other similar to a 19-cell core size.

Figure 1 schematically shows the considered geometries. The performance of a silica ring of thickness $t$ and radius $R$ will be compared to arrangements of cylinders evenly distributed around a circle of radius $R$. Collections of both 6 and 12 cylinders will be analysed as these arrangements are commensurate with the 6-fold symmetry of the archetypal HC-PCF. The ring thickness $t$ and the cylinder diameter $d$ can be tuned to antiresonance at a common wavelength $\lambda$. For definiteness $\lambda=1.55\mu$m will be chosen to set the scale.
The chosen simplified geometries have the merit of being quick and easy to model, and serve to motivate the more detailed modeling work presented later. The ring geometry is analyzed using a transfer matrix approach [20] and the cylinder system using a multipole method [21, 22].

Figure 2 compares the confinement loss of the HE$_{11}$-like leaky modes of the geometries, at the core radii $R=6\mu$m and $R=10\mu$m appropriate to a 7-cell core and a 19-cell core, respectively. The confining ability of the cylinder ARROW geometries is superior to that of the continuous ring at each core size. At the smaller core size, 6 cylinders outperform 12 cylinders, but the situation is reversed at the larger core size. This can be interpreted as a minimum separation between the cylinders being required to prevent the light from resolving the gaps. The light will resolve a gap larger than about $\lambda'/2$, where $\lambda'$ is the in-plane wavelength in air given by $\lambda' = \lambda/[1-n^2]^{1/2}$ with $n$ the mode effective index. The peaks occurring beyond $d=1.2\mu$m for the cylinder-based geometries and at 0.74$\mu$m together with 1.48$\mu$m for the ring geometries correspond to resonances of these structures.
Fig. 2. The light confining ability of the simplified core-surround geometries.

A comparison of the normalized field intensity existing at the glass / air interfaces can be based on the quantity [15]

\[
F = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_0}{\mu_0} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\int_{\text{interfaces}} dS |\mathbf{E}|^2}{\int_{\text{internal}} dS (\mathbf{E} \wedge \mathbf{H}) \cdot \hat{z}} \tag{1}
\]

where, following [23], the area integration in the normalizing denominator term needs to be deformed into the complex plane due to the leaky nature of the modes. Figure 3 shows F for the geometries at the two core sizes. The minimum value of F obtained for the cylinder ARROW and the antiresonant ring geometries are remarkably similar at a common core size.
The core-surround in a fabricated HC-PCF requires strands of silica to hold any localized antiresonant features in place. The presence of the inevitable connecting strands reduces the confining ability, changes the optimum localized feature shape (for achieving confinement) from being a cylinder, and leads to an increase in the normalized interface field intensity $F$. Surface tension forces which act during the fiber draw will also lead to an elongation of a localized feature along the direction of the connecting strands. An appropriate geometry to consider is a number of elliptical features arranged on a thin connecting ring as shown in Fig. 4. The six ellipses have major axes of length $2a$ and minor axes of length $2b$. The shape of the core-ring has been deformed from circular so as to connect onto the cladding with minimal deformation required in the first ring of cladding holes if the core is of 7-cell size.
Calculations of confinement loss using a boundary element code [24] indicate, in the absence of a cladding, that the connected ellipse geometry outperforms the continuous even-thickness ring geometry. Using the same code, the normalized surface field intensity $F$ is found to be only slightly larger for the connected ellipse geometry than for the ring geometry. These findings prompted a consideration of the former geometry with a realistic cladding attached, as shown in Fig. 5(a). A stack, which is appropriate for fabricating a fiber with a geometry close to the one shown in Fig. 5(a) using the “stack-and-draw” methodology, is shown in Fig. 5(b). Solid glass rods are fused onto the inside of the central core tube at appropriately chosen positions before insertion into the stack, and surface tension forces acting during the draw are relied upon to cause elongation and merging of closely separated features to result in elliptical inclusions. An alternative fabrication scheme, which naturally produces a core surround with elliptical inclusions, has been developed [25]. It involves stacking tubes milled to a hexagonal cross-section, and a subsequent etching step [25]. This procedure, however, does not allow for easy tailoring of the ellipse size to achieve anti-resonance.

Fig. 4. A core-surround geometry which incorporates elliptical features.

Fig. 5. (a) A HC-PCF which incorporates a core-surround of the form shown in Fig. 4(b). A stack suitable for fabricating the fiber structure shown in (a) by the stack-and-draw process using only rods and capillary tubes of circular cross-section. In practice more cladding periods than shown are incorporated to achieve sufficient light confinement.
The properties of two fibers with a 7-cell core size, identical except in core-surround geometry, will be compared. Fiber A incorporates elliptical features with major-diameter length $2a=0.4\Lambda$ and minor-diameter length $2b=0.133\Lambda$ on the core-surround ring which has a thickness $t=0.031\Lambda$. Here $\Lambda$ is the cladding pitch. The core-surround of fiber B contains no elliptical features: it is simply a dodecagonal ring of thickness $t=0.031\Lambda$. The cladding structure of the fibers is defined by the unit cell shown in Fig. 6, a hole being modeled as a hexagon with rounded corners [15, 26]. The chosen values of the cladding structural parameters correspond to an air filling fraction of 91%. The minimum glass thickness in the cladding is $w=0.031\Lambda$, which equals the chosen core-ring thickness in the fibers.

Fig 6. The geometry of a cladding unit cell. The cladding structure used for fibers A and B is defined by $L_1/L_2=0.6$ and $w=0.031\Lambda$, with $\Lambda$ the lattice pitch.

The calculations were performed using a plane-wave expansion method [27] employing a 512×512 mesh. Two different supercells were used to check convergence and adherence to $C_{6v}$ group-symmetry. One of these supercells is shown in Fig. 5(a); it is rectangular in shape, of size $10\Lambda\times6\sqrt{3}\Lambda$ and centered on the air core. The other supercell is rhombic, centered on the air core and has sides of length $10\Lambda$. It was confirmed that both choices of lead to closely matched results.

The normalized interface field intensity $F$ for fibers A and B is shown in Fig. 7(a), plotted against normalized wavenumber $k\Lambda$ over the bandgap range where the HE$_{11}$-like mode is guided (i.e. between $k\Lambda=14.0$ and $k\Lambda=18.1$). It can be inferred that the minimum attained $F$ for fiber A is about 3 times lower than for fiber B. This suggests fiber A should show lower loss than fiber B by a similar factor [15]. Figure 7(b) shows the light power-in-glass fraction $\eta$ for the two fibers. Despite the addition of glass associated with the elliptical features, the power-in-glass fraction for fiber A reaches a minimum value of 0.004, which is less than half the minimum $\eta$ value for fiber B. Hence the nonlinearity of fiber A will also be lower than that of fiber B.
The peaks in the traces of Fig. 7 are associated with anti-crossing events between the HE\textsubscript{11}-like core mode and modes of compatible symmetry associated with the core-surround glass arrangement. The incorporation of elliptical features introduces more anti-crossing events within the band gap range, but for the 7-cell core size, low-loss propagation is still possible over a wavelength range extending over nearly 200nm centered on 1550nm. The number of unwanted anti-crossing events associated with the elliptical antiresonant core-surround inclusions is generically found to be fewer than is introduced by a continuously thick antiresonant core-surround ring such as the one considered in [16].

Computational time unfortunately prohibited a full systematic study of the mode properties as a function of the ellipse size and aspect ratio (i.e. $a$ and $b$). Similar to the influence of the thickness $t$, or radius $R$ of the ring-like core surround [25], it is found that small changes in the ellipse size or shape lead to a movement in the positions of anti-crossing events within the band gap. The chosen values $2a=0.4\Lambda$ and $2b=0.133\Lambda$ lead to a broad separation in the crossing events with the low-loss frequency range centered close to the middle of the bandgap. As such, these values of $a$ and $b$ are likely to be close to values at which a local minimum in $F$ or $\eta$ is attained.

Having identified a practical geometry which should give rise to low-loss in a non-birefringent arrangement, the next section explores birefringent designs involving elliptical inclusions on the core-surround.
3. Low-loss birefringent designs

The simplest means of introducing birefringence to a fiber design which has localized features positioned on its core-surround ring is to remove one or more of them. Figure 8 shows a fiber in which two opposing elliptical inclusions have been removed so that polarization degeneracy is lifted, but inversion and 180° rotation symmetries remain. Except for the removal of the two ellipses, the fiber is identical to fiber A of the previous section.

![Fig. 8. A birefringent fiber design incorporating 4 elliptical features within the core surround.](image)

The modes of the birefringent fiber were calculated using the plane wave method at 512x512 resolution, using a rectangular supercell of size $10\Lambda \times 6\sqrt{3}\Lambda$ and ensuring the inversion and 2-fold rotation symmetries are retained after the discretization.

Figure 9 shows $n_x - n_y$, the difference in effective index between the polarized core modes, plotted against the normalized wavenumber $k\Lambda$ over the band gap range. The index $n_x$ corresponds to the mode for which the $E$-field within the air core (and not too close to the glass interfaces) is directed along the $x$-axis as defined in Fig. 8. Similarly, $n_y$ is the index of the mode with $E$-field predominantly directed along the $y$-axis within the core. The discontinuities in the trace correspond to positions where one of the polarizations undergoes an anti-crossing event. It is seen that a very strong anti-crossing event occurs at $k\Lambda=16.9$. Over the $k\Lambda$-range 16.8-18.2, the index splitting remains above $3\times10^{-4}$ in magnitude, which should lead to strongly polarization dependent behavior.
To distinguish which polarization mode undergoes each anti-crossing and to estimate the relative loss of the polarization modes, a plot of $F$ against normalized wavenumber $k\Lambda$ is provided in Fig. 10(a). The red curve corresponds to the mode in which most of the $E$-field is directed along $0x$ and the green curve corresponds to the mode in which most of the $E$-field is directed along $\theta y$, the axis directions being defined in Fig. 8. Also re-shown (blue curve) in Fig. 10 for comparison is the trace for the non-birefringent design A which incorporates 6 ellipses on the core surround. Peaks in the traces correspond to anti-crossing events, which occur at different $k\Lambda$ and with different severity for the two polarization channels of the birefringent fiber [13]. The strength of the modal interactions shown by the $y$-polarized core mode between $k\Lambda=16.2$ and $k\Lambda=17.7$ is stronger than for the other polarization, which increases the value of $F$ for this mode over the specified range. Between $k\Lambda=15.5$ and $k\Lambda=16.8$, the $x$-polarized core mode maintains a value of $F$ which is 2 times lower than the minimum $F$ value attained for the non-birefringent design B and only 1.5 times higher than $F$ for design A. Around $k\Lambda=17.5$, the value of $F$ for the $y$-polarized mode is at least 3 times higher than the value for the $x$-polarized mode, and the index splitting between the modes is above $3\times10^{-4}$. A fiber fabricated according to the current birefringent design should possess wavelength ranges where one polarization channel simultaneously shows low loss and a high degree of polarization maintenance provided: a) a birefringence level of order $3\times10^{-4}$ is sufficient to suppress cross-scattering between the polarized core modes and b) random geometric perturbations do not cause a significant coupling of the lower-loss core mode to the core-surround mode that is interacting with the higher-loss core mode. Since the loss of one polarized mode is considerably higher than the other over the ranges of high birefringence, random geometric perturbations do not cause a significant coupling of the lower-loss core mode to the core-surround mode that is interacting with the higher-loss core mode. Since the loss of one polarized mode is considerably higher than the other over the ranges of high birefringence, these birefringent HC-PCFs will behave as polarizing fibers. Simultaneous attainment of high birefringence and low-loss propagation of both polarizations appears to be more difficult to achieve with HC-PCFs.

The power-in-glass fraction $\eta$ for the polarized modes of the birefringent design is shown in Fig. 10(b). The minimum attained value of 0.0044 for the $x$-polarized mode is only slightly larger than the minimum value 0.0040 found for the non-birefringent design A, implying that the nonlinearity shown by $x$-polarized mode is only weakly compromised by the removal of two of the elliptical features.
Fig. 10. (a) The normalized field intensity, $F$, and (b) the power-in-glass fraction, $\eta$, for the two polarized modes of the birefringent fiber with 4 core-surround ellipses. Also shown are traces for the corresponding non-birefringent fiber with 6 ellipses on the core-surround.

Figure 11 shows the logarithm of the field intensity distribution, over an 80dB range, for the two polarization modes of the birefringent fiber at normalized wavenumber $k\Lambda=16.7$. The positions of the dielectric boundaries close to the core are also shown in Fig. 11. The intensity distribution of the x-polarized mode, displayed in Fig. 11(a), shows near-nulls in the intensity close to the inner interface of the core-surround over much of its perimeter. This is an indication that an antiresonance effect remains in operation even when just 4 ellipses are incorporated within the core-surround geometry.
Fig. 11. The field intensity of the two polarization modes of the fiber shown in Fig. 8, calculated at the normalized $kA=16.7$. The intensity is shown on a logarithmic scale over an 80 dB range. The positions of the hole interfaces close to the core region are superimposed in red. The pattern shown in (a) is for the low-loss x-polarized mode and (b) is for the higher loss mode (y-polarized). Note that for the former mode near-nulls occur close to the core-boundary around much of its perimeter.

4. Conclusions

Incorporation of a number of localized features within the glass ring which surround the core of a hollow core photonic crystal fiber can significantly reduce the field intensity at the interfaces as well as the fraction of the mode power which resides within the glass. Thus such designs are candidates for showing low-loss and low nonlinearity. The improvements become manifest when the size of the localized features is tuned so that the composite core-surround geometry is rendered antiresonant within the cladding band gap. The degree of improvement that can be attained depends on the shape of the features. Inclusion of a number of elliptical features of appropriate size and aspect ratio on a thin core-surround ring has been shown to reduce the interface intensity by a factor of 3 and the power-in-glass fraction by a factor of 2. The proposed geometry is amenable to fabrication by the stack-and-draw process using just tubes and rods within the stack.

Birefringent designs have been considered which involve only 2-fold symmetric arrangements of elliptical features on the core-surround ring. High birefringence is obtained when one polarization mode is close to anti-crossing with a mode associated with the core-surround whilst the other remains free of such an interaction. The interface field intensity of the polarization mode which is clear of mode anti-crossing is sustained at a low level, which implies this polarization should show low-loss if inter-polarization mode coupling is maintained at a low level by the attendant high birefringence. Experimental and theoretical investigations are required to quantify the degree of polarization maintenance, as measured by a polarization extinction ratio, which can be achieved using these birefringent designs.